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- . a. ,.-A manned mace stations and laboratories, is capable of 
J,lWQ,W 1%' 
-GEOIMETRY WINGED REE utilization-as a ferry vehicle for resupply and crew relief 
VEHICLE operations in connection with support of these perma- 
H. Pwips, Hampton, va., assignor to the nently orbiting manned satellites. 
states of America as represented by the Admin- 5 Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Admin- to provide an aerospace vehicle operable in space capable 
WCIom of atmospheric reentry and controlled atmospheric glide 
960, Ser. No. 61,329 flight and landing. (CI. 2 4 k 1 )  Another object of the instant invention is the provision (GmM 3i9 US. 'Ode (1952)y 260 10 of an aerospace vehicle capable of reentering the earth's 
The invention described herein may be manufactured atmosphere-from space i n  a high drag attitude with a 
a d  used by or for the Government of the United States single fixed surfaGe presented to the relative wind. 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- A still further object of the present invention is the 
rnent of any royalties thereon or therefor. provision of an aerospace vehicle capalble of reentering 
This invention relates generally to an aerospace vehicle, 15 the earth's atrGwphere from space in an initial high drag 
and more particularly to a manned vehicle capable of be- attitude with a single fixed surface pesented to the relative 
ing launched through the earth's atmwhere into space wind and having subsequent attitude reorientation ca- 
where it may be accelerated to orbital or higher velocities pabilities. 
for spatial operation; and which is further capable of re- Another still further object of the instant invendon is 
entering the atmosphere from space in a high drag, rapid 20 the provision of an aerospace vehicle capable of reenter- 
deceleration attitude, from which it may ~h subsequently ing the earth's atmosphere in an initial high drag attitude 
brought into a controlled glide and then landed at low with a single fixed surface presented to the relative wind, 
speeds within a preselected area upon the earth's surface. subsequent attitude reorientation, and atmospheric glide 
It is contemplated that, within the relatively near flight and landing. 
future, manned space satellites will be placed in orbit 25 Still another object of the present invention is the 
mound the earth at altitudes which may vary from several provision of an aerospace vehicle launchable from the 
hundred to several thousand miles. The satellite vehicles earth's surface into space and capable of reentering the 
to be utilized in initiating this Fogram will carry a single earth's atmosphere therefrom in an initial high drag 
h m a n  occupant and will be capable of orbital aperation attitude with a single fixed surface presented to the relative 
of only limited duration, after which the vehicle must 30 wind and subsequently capable of attitude reorientation, 
,& returned through the atmosphere and landed upon the and having control surfaces and auxiliary lifting surfaces 
earth's surface without detrimental effect upon or injury deployable after attitude reorientation to improve atmos- 
of the occupant. Reentry and landing of these satellite pheric glide and landing capabilities of the vehicle. 
vehicles may be accomplished by bringing the vehicle According to the present invention, the foregoing and 
out of orbit by the firing of retrorockets at a predeter- 35 other objects are obtained by providing, in an aerospace 
;mined point to reduce vehicle tangential velocity a& place vehicle, a delta wing having a substantially fiat lower 
the vehicle in a predetermined reentry trajectory having surf=, 0 fuselage provided with a human occupancy 
a terminus in a large body of deep water. These pioneer compartment extending longitudinally adjacent the upper 
space vehicles will be provided with a large, blunt leading surface of the delta wing, and control surfaces and aux- 
edge surface including an  ablation heat shield which, as 40 iliary lifting surfaces pivotally mounted on the upper 
the vehicle enters the earth's atmosphere, generates high surface of the wing for movement between an extended 
aerodynamic drag to materially reduce the velocity of p i t i o n  in which they extend beyond the planform pe- 
the vehicle. These vehicles will also be providd with a riphery of the wing and a folded position in which they 
system of drogue and main parachutes deployable during extend substantially upwardly from the upper surface of 
the last stages of descent to the earth's surface to further 45 the delta wing and do not extend beyond the planform 
reduce vehicle velocity to a level at  which landing may Periphery thereof. 
be accamplished in a body of deep water without the A more complete appreciation of the invention and 
development of impact loads high enough to damage the many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily 
vehicle or injure the vehicle occupant. As the vehicles 6, apparent as the same becomes better understood by ref- 
utilized in this program eventually become larger and erence to the following detailed description when con- 
more complex for prolonged orbital operation, increased sidered in connection with the awmpanying drawings 
crew capacity, and increased cargo or equipment carry- 
ing capabilities, the parachute retarded, water impact FIG. 1 is a perspective view d the ae~rovpace vehicle 
landing all the attendant disadvantages of 66 with its control and auxiliary surfaces disposed in a folded 
search and recovery associated therewith, will become pmition; 
more and more impractical, due to the difficulty of pro- FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the aerospace vehicle 
with its control ~ n d  auxiliary surfaces disposed In an ex- 
viding in such vehicles extremely large and fully oper- tended position; 
able parachute systems and storage space therefor, as FIG. is a front elevational view of aerospace 
well as heavier structural components to withstand even 60 vehicle; and, 
water cushioned landing impact. The present invention, FIGS. 4a-4d illustrate the sequence of events in launch- in presenting an aer"%'ace vehicle confi~ration capable ing, orbiting operation, reentry, and glide landing of 
of atmospheric reentry and controlled glide landing within the aerospace vehicle. 
a small preselected land of the earth's surface, solves Referring now more particularly to the drawings, where- 
the problems associated with parachute retarded space 65 in like reference numerals designate identical parts 
vehicle descent and landing by completely eliminating the throughout the several views, and more particularly to 
parachute landing system. The aerospace vehicle dis- FIGS. 1 to 3, there is shown an aerospace veMicle, gen- 
closed herein, moreover, is not only capable of orbital erally designated by the reference numeral 18. Vehicle 
operation as a manned satellite vehicle limited in duration 11 is provided with a delta wing 12 having a leading 
only iby the capabilities of its life support system, but upon edge sweep on the order of 75 degrees and a substan- 
future establishment in permanent earth orbit of large tially flat lower surface, which may be entirely planar 
5,1( 
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throughout substantially its entire area or may be given 
a slight convex curvature thereover. The lower surface 
of wing 12, and the leading edges thereof, which are 
preferably somewhat rounded, are provided with a suit- 
able conventional heat shield or the like, not shown, for 
protecting the base structure of wing 12 from aero- 
dynamic heating, as will be more fully set forth here- 
inafter. Vehicle 11 is also provided with a fuselage 
13 of more or less conventional supersonic configuration 
which is positioned completely above wing 12 and is inter- 
connected with the upper surface thereof along the en- 
tire length. of vehicle 11. Fuselage 13 includes a pilot- 
crew-passenger compartment therewithin, with at least 
the pilot's station surmounted by a suitable canopy 14. 
Fuselage I3 also carries a vertical stabilizer member 
15 fixedly connected thereto and projecting upwardly 
from the upper surfacs thereof adjacent the after end 
thereof, and which is preferably provided with a conven- 
tional rudder control surface, not shown. 
Wing 12 is provided with port and starboard forward 
control surfaces 16 hingedly connected by means of 
suitable linearly elongated hinge connections 17, illus- 
trated somewhat schematically, Lo the upper surface 
thereof. The hinged connection 17 of each control sur- 
face 16 to wing 12 is dispohed somewhat inwardly of 
the leading edge thereof in substantially parallel relation 
therewith. The inboard or base edge of each control 
surface 16 contiguous to hinged connection 17 is substan- 
tially straight; the remainder of the peripheral edge of 
each control surface 16 being of somewhat oval or semi- 
elliptical form. The span of each control surface 16, 
while being substantially less than the length thereof 
along the base or inboard edge, is such that the wntrol 
surface may extend a significant distance beyond the 
leading edge of wing 12 when the surface is disposed 
in substantially parallel relation ,therewith. Wing 12 
1s also provided with port and starboard after control 
surfaces 18 hingedly connected to the upper surface 
thertof by means suitable linearly elongated hinge con- 
nections 19, also illustrated somewhat schematically. The 
hinged connection 19 of each control surface 18 to wing 
12 is disposed somewhat inwardly of the leading edge 
thereof, and is also positioned in parallel relation with 
b e  longitudinal axis of vehicle 11; the leading edge of 
wing 12 adjacent each control surface 18 being swept to 
the forwardmost point of hinge 19, the remaining por- 
tion of the wing leading edge being parallel to the hinged 
connection 19. The base inboard edge of each control 
surface 18 contigious to hinged connection 19 is straight 
with the remainder of the peripheral edge ,thereof being 
substantially semi-circular in form. The base edge length 
of the control surfaces 18 is less than that of the surfaces 
16, but the span thereof is greater, and surfaces 18 like- 
wise extend a significant distance beyond the planform 
periphery of wing 12 when disposed in substantially 
parallel planar relation therewith. Surfaces 16 and 18 
rre located, respectively, as nearly adjacent the forward 
2nd after extremities of vehicle 11 as feasible. Suitable 
conventional actuating means, not shown, are provided 
i n  vehicle 11 for rotating each of the control surfaces 16 
and 18 about the hinged connections thereof to the 
upper surface of wing 12 between a folded position in 
which the control surface extends substantially upwardly 
from the upper surface of wing 12, as shown in FIG. 
1, and an extended position in which the control surface 
extends outwardly beyond the peripheral edge of wing 
12, as shown in FIG. 2; the limits of control surface 
rotation being substantially shown in solid and in phantom 
outline in FIG. 3. The actuating means provided for 
each of the control surfaces 16 and 18 are such that any 
one of the surfaces may be rotated in either direction to 
a desired angle, either independently or simultaneously 
with the rotation in either direction of one or more of 
the other control surfaces, to provide pitching and roll- 
34,079 
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ing control for vehicle 11 when in atmospheric glide 
flight. 
An auxiliary L-shaped lifting surface including a k t  
leg 21 and a second leg 22 is positioned on each of the 
5 port and starboard portions of the upper surface of delta 
wing 12 in the vicinity of the trailing edge thereof. Each 
leg 21 and 22 of an auxiliary lifting surface is preferably 
formed as a substantially symmetric airfoil s t i o n ,  and 
one chordwise edge section of the leg 21 of each aux- 
10 iliary surface is hingedly connected to the upper surface 
of wing 12 by means of a suitable linearly elongated 0 
hinge connection 23, illustrated somewhat schematically, 
located somewhat inboard of the hinged connection 19 of 
a control surface 18 and in parallel relation thereto. 
15 The leg 22 of each auxiliary surface is rigidly connected 
at substantially a right angle to the leg 21 thereof in 
chordwise relation thereto at the chordwise edge of the 
leg 21 spaced from the hinged connection 19. The aux- 
iliary lifting surfaces rotate about the hinged connections 
20 23 through substantially a right angle between a folded 
position in which ,the first legs 21 thereof extend inwardly 
from the hinged connections 23 toward the axis of sym- 
metry of vehicle 11 in substantially abutting relation with 
the upper surface of wing 12, and in which the second 
25 legs 22 thereof extend substantially upwardly with respect 
to the upper surface of wing 12; and an extended posi- 
tion in which the first legs 21 thereof extend substan- 
tially vertically upwardly with respect to the upper sur- 
face of wing 12 from the hinged connection 23 there- 
30 between, and in which the second legs 22 thereof extend 
outwardly beyond the planform periphery of wing 12. 
It will be apparent that the length of auxiliary lifting 
surface legs 21 between the chordwise end sections may 
be made greater than the span of wntrol surfaces 18 in 
35 order that these control surfaces may be d in their 
folded position when the auxiliary lifting surfaces arc 
disposed in an extended position, if desired. Conven- 
tional actuating means, nat shown, are also provided in 
vehicle 11 for effecting rotation of the auxiliary lifting 
40 surfaces, as well as means for maintaining these surfaces 
in a desired position. The leg 22 of each auxiliary lifting 
surface also includes a conventional wntrol surface 24 
disposed along the trailing edge thereof actuable through 
a conventional electro-mechanical linkage with the pilot's 
45 controls to serve as roll and pitch wntrol means for at- 
mospheric glide flight. The trailing edge of the leg 
21 of each auxiliary lifting surface may also be provided 
with a similar control surface to serve as yaw control 
means in atmospheric glide flight, if deemed desirable. 
BO Aerospace vehicle 11 is also preferably provided with 
suitable means for generating propulsive thrust in a spatial 
vacuum, not shown, which may be used in driving the 
vehicle in space in any given relative dhwtion as deter- 
mined by vehicle attitude upon ignition. Steering rockets, 
55 not shown, are also preferably provided and suitably dis- 
posed in vehicle 11 for rotating vehicle 11 about its pitch, 
yaw, and roll axes to provide attitude reorientation in 
space. 
The particular significance of the aerospace vehicle wn- 
60 figuration described hereinbefore may best be appreciated 
by following the vehicle 111 through one proposed type 
of mission in which it may readily be utilized, as se- 
quentially illustrated in FIGS. 4a4d.  Vehicle 11 may ba 
launched from the earth's surface as the payload of a 
65 rocket launch vehicle 25, as shown in mG. &, with sub- 
sequent establishment in orbit in conventional manner. 
During this phase of the mission, vehicle $1 is longi- 
tudinally aligned with the direction of travel, with the 
deployable control surfaces and auxiliary lifting surfaces 
70 thereof disposed in theiu folded position to nninirnize drag. 
Since the launch vehicle 25 and payload aerospace vehicle 
11 are well clear of the denser regions of the atmosphere 
before velocity thereof approaches its maximum, aero- 
dynamic heating of the skin of vehicle 11 is not expected 
7g to create a critical problem at this time. This mission 
3,104,070 
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of aerospace vehicle 11 may be characterized as a resup- beyond the planform periphery of said basic wing, and 
ply or crew relief operation for a permanently orbiting auxiliary lifting surface means foldable behind said sub- 
manned space station, and in FIG. 46 vehicle 11 is shown stantially flat lower wing surface upon atmospheric re- 
as it effects orbital rendezvous with such a space station entry and protected thereby from the relative wind yet 
26. After accomplishiig this operation, aerospace ve- 6 extensible beyond the planform periphery of said basic 
hicle 11 may effect separation from space station 26 and wing. 
take itself out of orbit through the application of ret- 2. The aerospace vehicle as defined in claim 1, includ- 
rothrust at a predetermined point above the earth's sur- ing a human occupancy and control station located above 
face, descending thereto along a predetermined trajectory. the lower surface of said basic wing. 
Before entering the earth's atmosphere, the steering rock- 10 3. The aerospace vehicle as defined in claim 1, wherein 
ets provided for vehicle 11 are operated to bring the bot- said control surface means include a pair 
tom surface of wing 12 into a position substantially nor- located forward control surfaces and a 
mal to the path of travel of the vehicle so that the vehicle rically located aft control surfaces, each of said control 
enters the atmosphere in a very high angle of attack at- surfaces having a Smear base section hmgedly connected 
titude with respect to the relative wind, preferably on the 15 therealong to the upper surface of said basic wing dong 
order of 90 degrees, as shown in FIG. 4c. Maximum a line disposed inwardly of said wing planforrn periphery 
drag, with resulting maximum atmospheric deceleration in parallel relation therewith and a span greater than the 
~f vehicle 11, is obtained in the high angle of attack re- distance between said hinged connection and said wing 
entry attitude, qlthough the surfaces of the vehicle 11 planform periphery, each of said control surfaces being 
exposed to the airstream are subjected to extremely severe 20 rotatable about the hinged connection thereof to said 
aerodynamic heating. In order to neutralize the aero- basic wing between a folded position in which the control 
dynamic heating problem, the bottom and edges of the surface projects substantially vertically upwwdy from 
delta wing 12 are provided with the hereinbefore men- the upper surface of said basic wing and an extended posi- 
tioned heat shield, and the control surfaces 16 and 18, tion in which the control surface extends beyond the plan- 
as well as the auxiliary lifting surfaces of vehicle 11, are 25 form periphery of said basic wing. 
disposed in their folded position out of the airstream. 4. The aerospace vehicle as defined in claim 3, wherein 
;!%en the forward velocity of vehicle 11 has been reduced said auxiliary lifting surface means include a pair d 
to a matter of merely a few hundreds of miles per hour auxiliary wing members symmetrically located adjacent 
at an altitude of about 20 miles, vehicle 11 is pitched the after extremity of said vehicle, each of said au 
forwardly by extending control surfaces 18 outwardly 30 wing members having a Smear base section hingedly con- 
into the airstream from their folded position, and the nected to the upper surface of said basic wing along a 
vehicle is brought into glide flight. The auxiliary lifting line parallel to the axis of symmetry of said vehicle, each 
surfaces are then rotated from !their folded position into of said auxiliary wing members being rotatable about 
their extended position, as shown in FIG. 4 4  to improve the hinged connection thereof to said basic wing &tween 
the performance characteristics of vehicle 11 in atmos- 35 a folded position in which the auxiliary wing mennben 
pheric glide flight. Vehicle 11 is then glided into its pre- lie completely within the planform priphery of said basic 
selected landing area at an angle of attack on the order wing and an extended position in which a substanw 
of 20 to 30 degrees; significant course and distance con- portion of the auxiliary wing member extends beyond Ure 
trol variation as desired being obtained through operation planform periphery of said basic wing. 
of the vehicle control system hereinbefore disclosed. I t  40 5. The aerospace vehicle as defined in dah 4, w h e ~ h  
is, of course, deemed obvious that similar orbital missions each of said auxiliary wing member portions extensible 
of vehicle 11 may be accomplished without the necessity beyond the planform periphery of said basic wing in- 
of orbital rendezvous with any other manned vehicle such cludes a control surface disposed along h e  trailing edge 
as indicated in FIG. 4b. thereof. 
Obviously, many modifications and variations of the 45 6. The aerospace vehicle as defined in Jah 5, whereh 
present invention are possible in the light of the above each of said auxiliary wing members is L-shaped in &onM 
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the elevation having a first leg including said1 linear base see- 
scope of the appended claims the invention may be prac- tion hingedly connected to said basic wing upper sur- 
ticed otherwise than as specifically described. face, and a second leg substantially right angulrurly con- 
What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 50 nected to said first leg including said auxiliary wing mem- 
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